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Abstract
Analytical Target Cascading (ATC) is a decomposition-based optimization methodology that partitions a system into subsystems
and then coordinates targets and responses among subsystems. Augmented Lagrangian with Alternating Direction method of
multipliers (AL-AD), one of efficient ATC coordination methods, has been widely used in both hierarchical and non-hierarchical
ATC and theoretically guarantees convergence under the assumption that all subsystem problems are convex and continuous.
One of the main advantages of distributed coordination which consists of several non-hierarchical subproblems is that it can solve
subsystem problems in parallel and thus reduce computational time. Therefore, previous studies have proposed an augmented
Lagrangian coordination strategy for parallelization by eliminating interactions among subproblems. The parallelization is
achieved by introducing a master problem and support variables or by approximating a quadratic penalty function to make
subproblems separable. However, conventional AL-AD does not guarantee convergence in the case of parallel solving. Our study
shows that, in parallel solving using targets and responses of the current iteration, conventional AL-AD causes mismatch of
information in updating the Lagrange multiplier. Therefore, the Lagrange multiplier may not reach the optimal point, and as a
result, increasing penalty weight causes numerical difficulty in the augmented Lagrangian coordination approach. To solve this
problem, we propose a modified AL-AD with parallelization in non-hierarchical ATC. The proposed algorithm uses the
subgradient method with adaptive step size in updating the Lagrange multiplier and also maintains penalty weight at an
appropriate level not to cause oscillation. Without approximation or introduction of an artificial master problem, the modified
AL-AD with parallelization can achieve similar accuracy and convergence with much less computational cost compared with
conventional AL-AD with sequential solving.
Keywords Multidisciplinary design optimization . Analytical target cascading . Parallelization . Augmented Lagrangian
coordination

1 Introduction
Many studies have been published on distributed coordination
methodology for multidisciplinary design optimization and
decomposition-based optimization. In this paper, we focus
on the Analytical Target Cascading (ATC) which is a
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coordination method specialized in hierarchical decomposition in multilevel and is developed originally for translating
a system-level target to design specifications for components.
It has been useful as a coordination method that decomposes
the system into subsystems hierarchically and successfully
applied to large scale engineering problems, e.g., chassis design of an automotive (Kim 2001; Kim et al. 2003a, b). Toplevel design targets are propagated to the lower level with
consecutive optimizations to obtain system optimum with satisfying the design targets. Obviously, distributed design optimization including ATC usually requires more computational
cost than the AiO (All-in-One) strategy. However, the need for
decomposition is usually raised when system optimization
with a large scale cannot be solved with AiO because
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disciplinary design teams use specialized FEA models that
have been developed in different modules. Thus, taking all
models in one single optimization problem is impractical or
impossible in such a case.
The main issue of ATC is how to deal with inconsistency
between the target and response in mathematical formulation.
A Quadratic Penalty function (QP) of system consistency constraints is proposed in the beginning in case of open consistency constraints (Bertsekas 2003). Then, the convergence proof
of ATC with the quadratic penalty function is also proposed
along with the iterative method for finding minimal penalty
weight that can satisfy specified inconsistency tolerances
(Michelena et al. 2003; Michalek and Papalambros 2004).
However, large penalty weight is required to achieve convergence, and it can cause ill-conditioning of the problem and
numerical instability simultaneously (Bertsekas 2003). An alternative for the consistency relaxation function is an Ordinary
Lagrangian function (OL) (Lassiter et al. 2005) using the
Lagrangian duality theory, and Kim et al. (2006) proposed the
Lagrangian coordination for enhancing the convergence of
ATC based on OL. Similarly, Tosserams et al. (2006) proposed
the Augmented Lagrangian with Alternating Direction method
of multipliers (AL-AD) to improve the performance of ATC
coordination using the augmented Lagrangian function and
eliminating the inner loop. This approach shows both good
convergence property and efficiency with low computational
cost (Tosserams et al. 2008b, 2009a, b).
After AL-AD is developed, several strategies using the
augmented Lagrangian coordination for parallelization have
been proposed. Li et al. (2008) applied Diagonal Quadratic
Approximation (DQA) to ATC which uses the first-order
Taylor expansion at points of previous iteration for approximating the quadratic penalty function. However, use of the
Taylor expansion can lead to numerical instability depending
on the characteristics of the problem, such as linearity. In
another study, Tosserams et al. (2009a, 2010) proposed a
new coordination that allows non-hierarchical target and response flow and implements the parallelization by introducing
an artificial master problem, which is called centralized coordination. However, solving the distributed coordination itself
with an appropriate coordination is more convenient rather
than constructing the artificial problem and reformulating the
system to centralized coordination. Thereafter, some studies
on the industrial application (Kang et al. 2014a, b; Bayrak
et al. 2016), penalty functions (DorMohammadi and RaisRohani 2013), updating scheme of the Lagrange multiplier
(Wang et al. 2013), and sequential linearization techniques
(Han and Papalambros 2010) have been proposed, but not in
the parallelization of ATC.
In this paper, we propose a modified AL-AD with
parallelization in non-hierarchical ATC. The proposed method
is based on AL-AD coordination but also uses the subgradient
update method (Boyd et al. 2003) with modification and a

guideline for selecting penalty weights to find the optimum
Lagrange multiplier. We also propose an adaptive step size
updating algorithm which allows setting the proper step size
for each outer loop based on the path of the Lagrange multiplier, thus improving convergence. The proposed method is
formulated based on non-hierarchical ATC formulation
(Tosserams et al. 2010). The reason why we deal with nonhierarchical ATC is that hierarchical ATC is just a special case
of the non-hierarchical ATC, and in reality, most of the
decomposition-based multidisciplinary design optimization
problems have non-hierarchical structure.
The article is organized as follows. Existing non-hierarchical
formulation with AL-AD is presented in Section 2. In
Section 3, the proposed coordination methodology and convergence strategy are presented. Three mathematical problems that
are widely used in the literature and an engineering problem of
roof assembly design are employed to demonstrate efficiency
and feasibility of the proposed methodology in Section 4, and
the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2 Review of non-hierarchical ATC
with augmented Lagrangian coordination
2.1 Non-hierarchical ATC formulation
The traditional ATC formulation uses a hierarchical decomposition that coordinates consistency constraints of the target and
response between parents and children. Parents mean subproblems which transfer targets to children at the lower level
and children mean subproblems which receive targets from
parents at the upper level. The basic assumption of the traditional ATC formulation is that the responses of components
from the upper level depend on the responses of the lowerlevel but not vice versa. However, Tosserams et al. (2010)
proposed the non-hierarchical ATC formulation that does not
have a hierarchical decomposition structure. Any two subproblems can communicate with each other directly, which
is impossible in the traditional hierarchical ATC.
In this section, we explain the formulation of existing AL-AD
for non-hierarchical ATC. Figure 1 shows functional dependence
structure of hierarchical and non-hierarchical ATC, respectively.
The arrows indicate flows of targets. In hierarchical ATC, the
target should be transferred to the lower level, and communication between subsystems on the same level is not allowed. Nonhierarchical ATC, on the other hand, has no concept of hierarchy,
and all subsystems are communicable with any subsystems.
In the non-hierarchical ATC formulation, subproblems that
communicate with others are called neighbors which are distinct
from the concept of parents or children in the hierarchical ATC.
Hence, the concept of level can be eliminated in the formulation,
but a double index notation which denotes the direction of communication between one subproblem and its neighbor is
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Fig. 1 Functional dependence
structure of (a) hierarchical and
(b) non-hierarchical ATC
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maintained. The first index denotes the sending subproblem and
the second index denotes the receiving subproblem. In other
words, it is still necessary to distinguish whether the subproblem
is solved earlier or later than oneself and preserve the unique
target-response coupling structure.
The iteration is identified with the superscript i in Fig. 2,
which describes the flow of information based on optimization
of the subproblem j. Let Tj be a set of neighbors, for which the
subproblem j receives responses and computes the corresponding
targets, and let Rj be a set of neighbors, for which the subproblem
j receives targets and computes the corresponding responses.
Figure 2 illustrates the target-response pairs between subproblem
j and two types of subproblems. Therefore, the targets from
subproblem n are results of the current iteration, so it has superscript i. In contrast, the responses from subproblem m are the
results of the previous iteration, so it has superscript i-1.
Hence, the general optimization of subproblem j is
formulated as

min f
xj

j

ðiÞ

xj







ðiÞ ðiÞ
ðiÞ ði−1Þ
þ ∑ π tnj −rjn þ ∑ π tjm −rmj
n∈R j

m∈T j

ð1Þ

where πðcÞ ¼ vT c þ kw∘ck22
 
 
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
subject to g j x j ≤ 0; h j x j ¼ 0


ðiÞ
ðiÞ ðiÞ 
with rjn ¼ Sjn a j x j ; tjm m∈T j for n∈R j ;
h
i
ðiÞ
ðiÞ ðiÞ
ðiÞ
x j ¼ x j ; rjn jn∈R j ; tjm jm∈T j

where x j represents the design variables for subproblem j, xj
represents the local design variables, tnj represents the targets
computed in neighbor subproblem n belonging to the set Rj,
and subproblem j returns rjn corresponding to tnj. Similarly, tjm
Subproblem
∈

Subproblem
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Subproblem
∈

Fig. 2 Non-hierarchical target and response flow between subproblem j and
its neighbors for sequential solving (modified from Tosserams et al. (2010))
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represents the target computed in subproblem j transferred to
neighbor subproblem m belonging to set Tj, and rmj will be
returned to the optimization process of the subproblem m corresponding to tjm. fj, gj, and hj represent the local objective, inequality, and equality constraint functions, respectively. The function
aj is used to compute responses and Sjn is a binary selection
matrix that selects components from aj. The inconsistency beðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

tween the target and response can be defined as cnj ¼ tnj −rjn in
(1). The ∘ symbol is used to denote a term-by-term multiplication
of vectors such that [a1, a2, …, an] ∘ [b1, b2, …, bn] = [a1b1,
a2b2, …, anbn]. These are used in general non-hierarchical ATC
formulation with the direction of communication (Tosserams
et al. 2010). In this paper, we added superscript i which represents
the outer loop iteration in the formulation to compare with the
proposed coordination.

2.2 Coordination algorithm
The coordination algorithm operates in the inner and the outer
loops to achieve convergence of the targets and the responses,
which in turn determines the optimum of ATC. The basic concept of the inner and outer loops is similar with that of the traditional hierarchical AL-AD (Tosserams et al. 2006). The main
purpose of the coordination algorithm in AL-AD is to find the
optimum Lagrange multipliers associated with consistency constraints. As mentioned earlier, in the inner loop, the optimization
of each subproblem expressed by (1) is performed with fixed
parameters such as target from the upper level, the Lagrange
multiplier, and penalty weight given to each subproblem. In the
outer loop, the Lagrange multipliers and penalty weights are
updated in every iteration to perform the optimization of subproblems in the inner loop of the next iteration.
With the augmented Lagrangian coordination, ill-conditioning
of the optimization can be avoided by finding the optimum
Lagrange multiplier instead of setting large penalty weight for
convergence which causes numerical difficulties. With alternating direction method of multipliers, each subproblem is solved
only once in the inner loop, instead of solving the iterative inner
loop coordination, and it has been shown to reduce the overall
computational cost required for convergence (Tosserams et al.
2006, 2007, 2008a, 2009a).
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The critical parameters in AL-AD, even if the nonhierarchical ATC is employed, are the Lagrange multiplier
denoted as v and the penalty weight denoted as w. Both parameters determine the performance of ATC including convergence speed, inconsistency between target and response, and
accuracy of the solution. In general, the linear update algorithm employed in the augmented Lagrangian coordination is
used for updating the Lagrange multiplier in AL-AD as


vðiþ1Þ ¼ vðiÞ þ 2wðiÞ ∘wðiÞ ∘ tðiÞ −rðiÞ
ð2Þ
This is also generally known as a method of multipliers
(Bertsekas 2003). In (2), t(i) − r(i) refers to the inconsistency
between the target and response which is denoted as c(i) hereafter. Also, the penalty weight w(i) is updated for each element
when the reduction of consistency constraints is insufficient as

ðiþ1Þ

wk

¼

8 ðiÞ
>
< wk
>
: βwðiÞ
k


  
 ðiÞ   ði−1Þ 
if ck ≤ γ ck 

 

 ðiÞ 
 ði−1Þ 
if ck  > γ ck 

ð3Þ

ðiþ1Þ

where wk
is the kth element of the weight vector w(i + 1),
β>1 and 0<γ<1. Under the strict assumption of convexity, a
method of multipliers can be shown to converge to the global
optimum for any positive non-decreasing penalty weight
(Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1989). In general, for nonconvex
objectives, the quadratic penalty function can make the objective function convex with large penalty weight. Hence, the
weight update scheme ensures that the weights become large
enough to converge.

3 Modified AL-AD with parallelization
in non-hierarchical ATC
3.1 Parallelization
Multidisciplinary design optimization including ATC aims to
find the optimum of a large scale system problem involving
multiple disciplines or components. The system is partitioned
to many subsystems, and each optimization of subsystem
should be conducted autonomously and iteratively while communicating with other subsystems connected by the linking
variable. Therefore, parallel optimization of each subsystem
can take full advantage of ATC which is decomposed into
many subsystems. In this paper, we discuss the process of
reducing the latency with implementing parallelization in
non-hierarchical ATC and propose a way for parallelization
by separating all subproblems and the modified coordination
algorithms to treat the numerical difficulties caused by separation (e.g., oscillation and divergence of solution).

The basic idea of parallelization in the coordination of ATC,
including hierarchical and non-hierarchical ATC, is to use the
results obtained from a previous iteration (i.e., copies of the
linking variables) in the current optimization of each subproblem
without waiting for optimization of other subproblems, as
depicted in Fig. 3a. Thus, each subproblem takes delayed information to separate each subproblem. That way, it is not necessary
to distinguish the target and the response from other subproblems
such as a set Rj and Tj because there is no direction of communication in parallel solving. Therefore, the formulation uses only
the linking variables denoted as zjn in Fig. 3b in consistency
constraints including all target-response pairs (e.g., coupling variables) or shared variables of subproblem j for simplicity. A more
detailed definition of linking variables is described in
Papalambros and Wilde (2017). A set Nj contains all subproblems communicated with subproblem j.
The method of using the values of the previous iteration in
AL-AD in the inner loop optimization is similar with DQA.
DQA and TDQA, proposed by Li et al. (2008), assume that all
subproblems can be solved in a parallel manner in the hierarchical ATC. In DQA, the quadratic penalty function which has
a cross term is linearized to make the subproblems separable.
However, it differs from the proposed method in that the DQA
method only uses the targets obtained from the previous iteration to make the approximation.
In this paper, the proposed method is based on augmented
Lagrangian coordination. Also, given that the double loop that
distinguishes the inner loop from the outer loop has much
greater computational cost than the single loop (e.g., ALAD, TDQA), the proposed algorithm also has a single loop
structure. The single loop structure only has a single inner
loop optimization with the fixed parameters (e.g., Lagrange
multiplier and penalty weight), and those parameters are updated after a single optimization of each subproblem. Unless
the Lagrange multiplier is a proper value in each subproblem,
the convergence of the inner loop becomes completely irrelevant to the entire system-level optimum. Hence, rather than
the inner loop, we focus on the outer loop, especially updating
of the Lagrange multiplier.

3.2 Formulation of modified AL-AD
with parallelization in non-hierarchical ATC
One of the most widely used coordination algorithms for
non-hierarchical ATC is AL-AD using a method of multipliers. Due to the presence of the quadratic penalty function, however, each coupled subproblem should be optimized consecutively. Hence, the proposed method uses the
results of the previous iteration for parallelization, which are
denoted as the superscript i-1 in the formulation. Through
such a basic concept, more general non-hierarchical ATC
formulation for parallelization is proposed with linking variable. If parallelization is implemented, the direction of
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Fig. 3 The inner loop of modified
AL-AD with parallelization using
(a) notations in Tosserams et al.
(2010) and (b) linking variables in
this paper
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communication which means a sequence of optimization is
no longer needed in non-hierarchical ATC. Therefore, it is
not necessary to distinguish two types of subproblems
which transfer target or response. The only difference is
that the responses are the output of functions of design
variables and targets can be design variables itself. For simplicity, the vector of linking variables z is introduced which
can be variables or response functions of variables, and
include anything that is communicated with other subproblems. Consequently, linking variable z contains the targetresponse pair and shared variables of conventional ATC.
In this paper, the proposed modified AL-AD formulation
with parallelization in non-hierarchical ATC of subproblem j
is shown as

min f
xj

j

ðiÞ

xj





ði−1Þ

ðiÞ

þ ∑ π znj −zjn



n∈N j

ð4Þ

where πðcÞ ¼ vT c þ kw∘ck22
 
 
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
subject to g j x j ≤ 0; h j x j ¼ 0
 
h
i
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
with zjn ¼ Sjn a j x j for n∈N j ; x j ¼ x j ; Ljn zjn ∀n∈N j

The linking variable is used for simplicity of notation and
Ljn is introduced which is a binary matrix for selecting design
variables in the linking variables. The binary matrix is for
identifying design variables because some types of linking
variables are the output of functions calculated from design
variables, while others are design variables itself which are
directly involved in optimization. Hence, design variable x j
consists of xj which is local design variables only involved in

ðiÞ

ði−1Þ

non-hierarchical ATC denoted as tnj are converted to znj for
parallelization in (4) unlike (1). For better understanding of the
formulation, assume a simple system which is decomposed
into two subproblems as shown in Fig. 4.
As mentioned in the previous section, the similar concept
of formulation in the inner loop optimization is already proposed as DQA (Li et al. 2008). However, the DQA method
applies the approximation based on Taylor expansion at the
target value of the previous iteration only in the cross term,
because the Lagrangian function is constant and does not affect the optimum. The objective function of DQA can be
formulated as
 
  
 

2 
ðiÞ
 ðiÞ
ðiÞ T ðiÞ
ði Þ
ði−1Þ
ðiÞ 
min f j x j þ ∑
vnj
tnj −rjn þ wnj ∘ tnj −rjn  þ
2
n∈R j
xj
  






2
 ðiÞ
ði Þ T ði Þ
ði−1Þ
ðiÞ ði−1Þ 
∑
vjm
tjm −rmj
þ wjm ∘ tjm −rmj 

m∈T j

ð5Þ

2

However, DQA, especially TDQA (the single-loop version
of DQA), has numerical instability in non-hierarchical ATC
and is sensitive to parameters (e.g., step size of the design
progress). As it is based on linearization, it is locally accurate
only near that point, and also its accuracy depends on nonlinearity of a function. Sometimes, the Lagrange multiplier diverges without a small step size of design progress for approximation. This phenomenon can be attributed to the outer loop,
which updates the Lagrange multiplier, penalty weight, and a
step size of the design progress. It shows good convergence in
parallel solving with conservative parameters, but convergence speed is slow.
Thus, in the modified AL-AD with parallelization, the objective function is expressed as

ðiÞ

subproblem j and Ljn zjn for ∀n ∈ Nj which is selected from
linking variables by Ljn. The function vector aj calculates all
linking variables in subproblem j from design variables. Sjn is
a binary matrix for selecting linking variables associated with
subproblem n. The detailed description of the notations used
in (4) is shown in Table 1.
Each subproblem uses previous optimization results as parameters which are the linking variables calculated in other
subproblems. Therefore, all subproblems can be separated in
the current iteration. The target values from the upper-level in

(b)


min f
xj

j

ð iÞ

xj


þ ∑

n∈N j

  
 

2 
T
 ð iÞ
ð iÞ
ði−1Þ
ð iÞ
ði−1Þ
ð iÞ 
vnj
znj −zjn þ wnj ∘ znj −zjn 
2

ð6Þ

Unlike DQA, all linking variables from other subproblems
are the results of the previous iterations in the proposed method. Obviously, each optimization in the inner loop has the
 T
ðiÞ
ði−1Þ
same optimum because vnj znj is constant during the
optimization of subproblem j. However, this modification
makes a difference in the convergence of the Lagrange
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Table 1 Detailed description of
notations with linking variables in
modified AL-AD with
parallelization

Notation

Description

Nj

A set of subsystems which communicate with subsystem j
The linking variables calculated in optimization of subsystem
n which is transferred to subsystem j
The linking variables calculated in optimization of subsystem
j which is transferred to subsystem n
Design variables of subsystem j
Local design variables of subsystem j
The number of elements in a set Nj
The number of linking variables between subsystem j and subsystem n
The number of design variables in linking variables between subsystem
j and subsystem n
The number of all linking variables in subsystem j
nvjn  njn binary matrix for selecting design variable in the linking variable zjn
njn × nj binary matrix for selecting linking variable associated with subsystem n
nj × 1 column vector of the linking variable in subsystem j
Local inequality constraints of subsystem j
Local equality constraints of subsystem j
Local objective function of subsystem j

znj
zjn

xj
xj
nN j
njn
nvjn
nj
Ljn
Sjn

a xj

gj xj

hj xj

f j xj

main difficulty of this formulation is finding a way to
treat the divergence of the Lagrange multiplier, which
begins with the mismatch of information. This problem
does not have a significant effect in the early stages of
ATC. However, when the Lagrange multiplier converges
to some extent, inconsistency cannot lead to convergence
under specified tolerance and can result in divergence in
the absence of very conservative parameters.
Thus, we modify the definition of inconsistency after a
single inner loop iteration. In the modified AL-AD with

multiplier in the outer loop using the subgradient method. In
the proposed method, we use the subgradient method to update the Lagrange multiplier with an adaptive step size rather
than a method of multipliers specialized in sequential solving
(Boyd et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2006). The proposed method
intentionally delays information which are linking variables
from other subproblems for parallelization. Therefore, the
modified Lagrange multiplier and penalty weight update algorithm is needed to achieve the convergence of ATC.

ðiÞ
parallelization, the delayed inconsistency ~cnj; j should be defined differently considering the delay of information as

3.3 Modified Lagrange multiplier and penalty weight
update scheme with parallelization

ðiÞ

~cnj; j ¼ zðnji−1Þ −zðjniÞ

We propose a new approach for parallelization in nonhierarchical ATC by using the results of a previous iteration. Without properly updating the Lagrange multiplier,
however, just using the formulation of (4) can cause
oscillation of the solution and divergence of inconsistency due to the instability of the Lagrange multiplier. The

Obviously, the delayed inconsistency expressed in (7)
is not used in a criterion to determine the convergence of
the outer loop and added subscript j means that inconsistency is computed in subproblem j. If it is computed

Subproblem

Subproblem
( i 1)
z (abi ) )
min f a ( xa(i ) ) ( v (i ) )T ( z ba
xa

( i 1)
w (i ) ( z ba
z (abi ) )

(i )
a

(i )
a

subject to g a ( x ) 0, h a ( x ) 0
with z

(i )
ab

(i )
a

a a ( x ), x

(i )
a

ð7Þ

(i )
a

(i )
ab ab

[x , L z ]

2
2

z ab

z ba

(i )
min fb ( xb(i ) ) ( v (i ) )T (z ba
z (abi 1) )
xb

(i )
b

(i )
w ( i ) (z ba
z (abi 1) )
(i )
b

subject to g b ( x ) 0, hb ( x ) 0
(i )
with z ba

ab ( xb(i ) ), xb(i )

Fig. 4 Coordination of modified AL-AD with parallelization in non-hierarchical ATC between two subproblems

(i )
[xb( i ) , Lba z ba
]

2
2
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in the corresponding subproblem n, the delayed inconsisiÞ
~cðnj;n

ðiÞ
ði−1Þ
znj −zjn .

tency should be
¼
The convergence of the
whole system is determined based on the conventional
consistency between the current target value and the response value shown as
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

cnj ¼ znj −zjn

ð8Þ

Thus, the objective of the whole algorithm is to make two
kinds of inconsistency close to zero. (7) represents the delayed
inconsistency used in updating the Lagrange multiplier which
ðiÞ

is denoted as vnj with the subgradient method which is obtained from (6).
Based on the Lagrangian duality theory, the dual function
of primal objective function with consistency constraints is
concave regardless of convexity of the objective function because it is pointwise infimum of a family of affine functions of
the Lagrange multiplier (Boyd and Vandenberghe 2004).
Hence, the maximization of the concave function is equivalent
to the minimization of the convex problem, so we use the
subgradient method to find the optimum Lagrange multiplier
of the dual function. The objective function in the dual problem of subproblem j regarding consistency constraints in the
proposed method is expressed as
 

ðiÞ

max ϕ j vnj where ϕ vnj ¼ min f x
j
j
j
vnj
xj
  
 

 2 
 ðiÞ
ðiÞ T
ði−1Þ ðiÞ
ði−1Þ
ðiÞ 
þ ∑
vnj
znj −zjn þ wnj ∘ znj −zjn 
n∈N j

ð9Þ

2

In (9), the duality theory is implemented in the augmented
Lagrangian function, and the local constraints and other design
parameters are based on (4). Thus, the subgradient of ϕj(vnj) with
ðiÞ

respect to vnj which is

∂ϕ j

ði Þ

∂vnj

ði−1Þ

ðiÞ

is calculated as znj −zjn .

For better convergence of the Lagrange multiplier,
however, we take into account the bilateral results of
corresponding subproblems which are connected by
linking variables. Assuming a simple system as in Fig.
4, the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the vectors
of linking variable pair denoted as (zba, zab) should be
updated with the subgradients of each subsystem. That
is, the delayed inconsistency in subsystem a which is
ði−1Þ

ðiÞ

zba −zab and the delayed inconsistency in subsystem b
ðiÞ

ði−1Þ

which is zba −zab are computed simultaneously in the
outer loop when updating the Lagrange multiplier with
the subgradient method. Figure 5 illustrates the difference between the unilateral updating method and the bilateral updating method. The horizontal axis indicates the
outer loop iteration and the corresponding points of

linking variables are results of optimization of two subproblems in parallel. The red and blue arrows show the
delayed inconsistency of each subproblem.
The subgradient of the Lagrange multiplier should be the
bilateral inconsistencies of corresponding subproblems, and
therefore we propose a modified Lagrange multiplier updating
algorithm with the subgradient method considering bilateral
inconsistencies as

ðiþ1Þ

vnj

 
 


ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ði−1Þ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ði−1Þ
¼ vnj þ αnj ∘ θnj znj −zjn þ 1−θnj znj −zjn

ð10Þ

where 0 < θnj < 1

The scalar θnj is the weight factor between two delayed
inconsistencies from corresponding subproblems, and we
set it to 0.5 in all problems, representing the average of
two delayed inconsistencies from corresponding subproblems. Actually, the weight factors given to the delayed
inconsistencies do not significantly affect the results including accuary and computaional cost, and the sensitivity
of results with respect to various weight factors can be
seen in the first numerical example in Section 4. The step
ðiÞ

size vector αnj will be discussed in the next section. More
detailed description of the dual coordination in ATC and
the subgradient method are discussed in Lassiter et al.
(2005) and Kim et al. (2006).
The important thing is that the proposed Lagrange multiplier
update algorithm uses delayed inconsistencies as the direction
when updating the Lagrange multiplier. However, the convergence of ATC depends on the inconsistency between the current
linking variables. In other words, the convergence criterion of the
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

outer loop is based on the inconsistency between znj and zjn , not
ði−1Þ

ðiÞ

znj and zjn . Even if the proper subgradient with bilateral delayed inconsistencies is used, the oscillation of the Lagrange
multiplier and the current solution may occur due to the improper
quadratic penalty function.
The oscillation of conventional AL-AD in parallel solving
is related to the crossing of information, inadequate step size
ðiÞ

αnj used in updating the Lagrange multiplier, and the excessive quadratic penalty function. In conventional AL-AD, a
method of multipliers is used to update the Lagrange multipliðiÞ

ðiÞ

er, so the step size vector is defined as 2wnj ∘wnj , which has
great convergence properties in the sequential solving of each
subproblem with increasing penalty weight using (3). In parallel solving, however, it is not quite helpful, because increasing penalty weight and step size make the quadratic penalty
function too dominant in the objective function and also make
step size too large to reach the optimum Lagrange multiplier,
thus causing the solution to oscillate or even diverge. Thus, we
propose a guideline for penalty weight to find the optimum
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the delayed inconsistency used in the updating the Lagrange multiplier considering (a) the unilateral results and (b) the proposed
bilateral results

Lagrange multiplier and prevent oscillation considering the
scale of Lagrange multiplier and linking variable as
8
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0 v
u ðiþ1Þ 1
>
u vnj;k 
>
>
ðiþ1Þ
t
>
@
>
< wnj;k ¼ max 1;  ðiÞ A; k ¼ 1; 2; …; nnj
2znj;k
>
>
>
>
>
ðiÞ
: ðiþ1Þ
wnj;k ¼ wnj;k ; k ¼ 1; 2; …; nnj

if phase 1

if phase 2

ð11Þ
ðiþ1Þ

ðiþ1Þ

ðiÞ

ðiþ1Þ

Where wnj;k , vnj;k , and znj;k are k-th elements of wnj
ðiþ1Þ
vnj ,

,

ðiÞ
znj

and
respectively.
In the proposed method, the quadratic penalty function
is only required to prevent the objective function from
being unbounded and to make the objective function convex. The use of the penalty weight does not directly affect
finding the optimum Lagrange multiplier but affects the
results of each optimization in subproblems. The phase 1
and the phase 2 are discussed in Section 3.4. The reason for
introducing a lower bound is that too small penalty weight
may not play a role of the quadratic penalty function itself.
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 ðiþ1Þ ﬃ
v 
Also, the value  nj;kðiÞ  is calculated from the augmented
2znj;k
Lagrangian function ϕ(zab) = v(zab − zba) + w2(zab − zba)2 .
It is a quadratic function with respect to zab and the optimum of the augmented Lagrangian function itself is
2w2 zba −v
2w2

¼ zba − 2w2wzba2 −v. If the weight is too large, the quadratic penalty function should be dominant in the objective
function. Hence, we set a guideline to maintain the weight
in similar scale with the Lagrange multiplier and linking
variable as (11).
2

3.4 Adaptive step size updating algorithm
The step size updating algorithm plays a major role in the convergence of ATC. In the proposed method, this algorithm is the

key to the successful convergence and accuracy of the Lagrange
multiplier and solution. In updating the Lagrange multiplier, the
subgradient and the step size mean the direction and the magnitude in updating the Lagrange multiplier, respectively. The
existing step size of the subgradient method, such as constant
or non-summable diminishing (Boyd et al. 2003), is not efficient
for finding the optimum Lagrange multiplier.
Thus, we propose an efficient step size updating algorithm for
parallel solving. The process of updating step size is based on the
path of the Lagrange multiplier, and thus it derives the best step
size considering the current value of Lagrange multiplier. The
role of the step size in updating the Lagrange multiplier with the
subgradient method is simple: if the convergence rate of the
Lagrange multiplier is slow, then the step size should be increased. On the contrary, if the oscillation occurs, the step size
should be decreased so that the Lagrange multiplier can converge
to an optimum.
Two phases are involved in the adaptive step size updating
algorithm. In phase 1, the Lagrange multiplier is considered to
be far from the optimum, and in phase 2, the Lagrange multiplier is deemed to be near the optimum. The criterion for the
transition from phase 1 to phase 2 is the change of the direction of the Lagrange multiplier. In the proposed algorithm,
previous three values of the Lagrange multiplier are used in
the criterion of the phase expressed as



ði−2Þ
ði−1Þ
ði−1Þ
ðiÞ
vk −vk
vk −vk > 0 : Phase 1



ði−2Þ
ði−1Þ
ði−1Þ
ðiÞ
vk −vk < 0 : Phase 2
vk −vk
ð12Þ
ðiÞ
where i > 2 and vk is the k‐th element of vðiÞ
k ¼ 1; …; nv
If the criterion is satisfied such that the signs of differences
between two consecutive values of the Lagrange multiplier are
changed, this means that the Lagrange multiplier has passed
the optimum. Thus, phase 1 is switched to phase 2 and does
not return to phase 1.
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the change of Lagrange multiplier is the performance indicator.
The process of updating the step size in phase 1 is expressed as

Initializing

Solve all subproblems
in parallel

Satisfy Eq. (16)?

ðiþ1Þ

αk

Yes

Stop
Change Phase

No

Negative

No

Phase 2?

Calculate
Eq. (12)
Positive

Yes
Step size update
with Eq. (14)

Step size update
with Eq. (13)

Lagrange multiplier and
penalty update with
Eqs. (10) and (11)

Proposed Algorithm
Fig. 6 Flowchart of modified AL-AD with parallelization

The adaptive step size updating algorithm has different update
schemes depending on the phase. In phase 1, the Lagrange multiplier is far from the optimum. Therefore, the speed of convergence to the optimum is more important than accuracy. Therefore,

¼



8 ðiÞ
< αk
:

if
ðiÞ

β 1 αk

≥η

k ¼ 1; …; nv

ð13Þ

otherwise

ðiþ1Þ
αk

¼




ði−2Þ
ði−1Þ
ði−1Þ ðiÞ
if vk −vk
vk −vk ≥0

8 ði Þ
< αk
:

ðiÞ

β 2 αk

k ¼ 1; …; nv

ð14Þ

otherwise
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Subsystem 1

( x1 10) 2 5( x2 12) 2

3( x4

ðiÞ

−vk

In the equation above, β1 is an increasing factor of step
size, and η is a reference parameter that satisfies the criterion. Typically, 1 < β1 < 1.3 is recommended to speed up
optimization empirically, and η is dependent on the scale of
the Lagrange multiplier and users’ preference. Unlike common step size of the subgradient method, the step size is
increased for convergence rate in phase 1.
In phase 2, which is switched from phase 1 based on
(12), the Lagrange multiplier is close to the optimum so the
large step size is no longer needed. Rather, the decreasing
step size can prevent oscillation between linking variables
from two corresponding problems in parallel solving,
thereby ensuring the convergence of Lagrange multiplier.
The occurrence of the oscillation means that the optimum
is exceeded and the sign of inconsistency may be changed.
Hence, the change of the direction of Lagrange multiplier
(rather than a change of Lagrange multiplier) is the performance indicator that can signify the oscillation. In this
case, the step size is updated as

Subsystem 1

x4 , x5
11) 2 10 x56
g1 , g 2

ði−1Þ

vk

(a)
Fig. 7 Decomposition details for the seven-variable non-convex
problem. Note: Each box represents a subproblem and the connections
between the subproblems represent the linking variables. In the box, it

2
6

(b)
means local variables, objective function, inequality constraints and
equality constraints from top to bottom
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Fig. 8 (a) Total function evaluation and (b) latency versus solution error in case of decomposition with three subproblems and (c) total function
evaluation and (d) latency versus solution error in case of decomposition with two subproblems with more direct interactive effects

In the equation above, β2 is the decreasing factor of
step size and typically, and 0.7 < β2 < 1 is recommended
empirically for good convergence. However, as mentioned
above, the increasing factor or decreasing factor does not
affect the performance of algorithm much and it is demonstrated with numerical examples in the next section.
The direction change of the Lagrange multiplier with respect to the outer loop iteration near the optimum means that
the current step size is too large to converge, so it should be
decreased. The modified AL-AD with parallelization in nonhierarchical ATC is given by the following algorithm as

4. For each Lagrange multiplier of consistency constraint, if
the Lagrange multiplier is in phase 1, calculate (12). If it is
still in phase 1, update the step size using (13). Otherwise,
update step size using (14).
5. Update the Lagrange multiplier and the penalty weight
using (10) and (11).
6. Set i = i + 1 and go back to Step 2.
The flowchart for the algorithm explained above is shown
in Fig. 6.

1. Set x, v, w and i = 0.
2. For each subproblem, solve for x j in (4) in parallel and

4 Numerical study

obtain x j .
ðiÞ
3. If (16) is satisfied with a user-specified tolerance, then set x j
to be optimum. Otherwise, go to Step 4.

In this section, several mathematical problems including a
fourteen-variable nonconvex geometric programming problem that is widely used in many ATC research papers are

ðiÞ
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Table 2 Numerical results of the seven-variable non-convex problem
with various parameters

Table 3 Numerical results of the seven-variable non-convex problem
with various weights used in Eq. (10)

Tolerance

Tolerance

No. of function evaluations

Solution error

Latency(s)

(η, β1, β2) = (1.5, 1.1, 0.9) – Reference results used in Figure 8
0.01
8760
5.40E-02
1.157
0.001
11525
5.62E-03
1.466
0.0001

13615

0.00001 15173
(η, β1, β2) = (1.5, 1.1, 0.7)
0.01
0.001

8761
12369

0.0001
15038
0.00001 15803
(η, β1, β2) = (3, 1.1, 0.9)
0.01
0.001

7852
10844

0.0001
13413
0.00001 13483
(η, β1, β2) = (1.5, 1.3, 0.9)
0.01
11464
0.001
12473
0.0001
0.00001

13376
13911

8.56E-04

1.751

2.65E-04

2.007

6.82E-02
5.21E-03

1.173
1.577

8.67E-04
5.10E-04

1.936
2.045

5.80E-02
4.80E-03

1.093
1.397

4.82E-04
4.49E-04

1.732
1.761

2.89E-03
1.67E-03

1.472
1.571

3.55E-04
3.36E-05

1.713
1.832

No. of function evaluations

Solution error

Latency(s)

5.90E-02
5.08E-03

1.119
1.446

14008

6.30E-04

1.755

0.00001 14498
(θ12, θ13) = (0.6, 0.6)

6.23E-04

1.793

8752
11933

6.08E-02
5.00E-03

1.133
1.471

0.0001
14762
0.00001 15112
(θ12, θ13) = (0.3, 0.3)

6.61E-04
5.70E-04

1.842
1.994

8807
11587

5.73E-02
5.39E-03

1.167
1.425

0.0001
14345
0.00001 14511
(θ12, θ13) = (0.7, 0.7)
0.01
8981
0.001
12158

3.88E-04
3.77E-04

1.793
1.848

5.90E-02
5.13E-03

1.108
1.492

8.81E-04
3.95E-04

1.879
2.041

(θ12, θ13) = (0.4, 0.4)
0.01
8794
0.001
11796
0.0001

0.01
0.001

0.01
0.001

0.0001
0.00001

15074
16104

solved using the modified AL-AD with parallelization and
conventional algorithm for comparison including AL-AD
and TDQA, which are widely used as a benchmark in ATC.
Performance indicators and termination criteria need to be
defined to evaluate the proposed method. In this paper, three
indicators are used for quantifying the performance of each
method, namely, solution error, total function evaluation to
converge, and computational time which is latency.
The latency measures the total CPU time required to evaluate the function in the whole algorithm, considering
parallelization. Solution error is defined as the accuracy of a
solution obtained from ATC compared with known optimal
solution. Solution error e widely used in the literature is defined as

The (j,k) denotes all pairs of subproblems which have
linking variables in (16).
The total function evaluation and latency are evaluated using
Matlab R2016b (Mathworks 2016) when the termination criterion is satisfied with respect to each of tolerance, τouter = 10−2, 10−3,
10−4, 10−5. Each optimization of the subproblem is conducted
with Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm
(fmincon) implemented in Matlab R2016b. All parameters including tolerance in SQP algorithm are default values of
Matlab R2016b.



e ¼ x* −xATC  ;

The formulation of this problem is given by
ð15Þ

∞

∗

ATC

where x is the known optimal solution, and x
is the solution of ATC when inconsistency satisfies the outer loop convergence criterion. The outer loop criterion is based on the
convergence of the reduction in two consecutive inconsistencies of the outer loop which is the same criterion used in
the literature of AL-AD and TDQA (Tosserams et al. 2006; Li
et al. 2008) expressed as

 

 ðiÞ ðiÞ
ði−1Þ
ði−1Þ 
 < τ outer
 zjk −zkj − zjk −zkj
∞

ð16Þ

4.1 A seven-variable nonlinear constrained
optimization problem

min

x1 ;⋯;x7

f ¼ ðx1 −10Þ2 þ 5ðx2 −12Þ2 þ x43 þ 3ðx4 −11Þ2 ð17Þ

þ 10x65 þ 7x26 þ x47 −4x6 x7 −10x6 −8x7
subject to g1 ¼ −127 þ 2x21 þ 3x42 þ x3 þ 4x24 þ 5x5 ≤0
g2 ¼ −282 þ 7x1 þ 3x2 þ 10x23 þ x4 −x5 ≤ 0
g3 ¼ −196 þ 23x1 þ x22 þ 6x26 −8x7 ≤0
g4 ¼ 4x21 þ x22 −3x1 x2 þ 2x23 þ 5x6 −11x7 ≤0
where

−10≤xi ≤10;

i ¼ 1; …; 7
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Fig. 9 Decomposition details for
the ten-variable convex problem

x1 , x2

( x5

x5 , x6
3) 2( x6 1) 2
g6 , g7
2

Subsystem 2

where at the optimum point x∗ = [2.331, 1.951, −0.478, 4.366,
−0.625, 1.038, 1.594] and objective function f∗ = 680.63. This
optimization problem is non-convex optimization since
Hessian of the objective function which is continuous and
twice differentiable function is not positive semidefinite
(Montes and Coello 2005; DorMohammadi and Rais-Rohani
2013).
The system can be decomposed hierarchically as Fig.
7 into two subproblems and three subproblems, and
each of them may have its own objective function, constraints, and variables. There are three linking variables
between subproblems related to consistency constraints
in both decompositions. The original problem in the

x1 , x2

5x

2
7

x7 , x8
7( x8 11) 2
g1 , g 2

Subsystem 3

x1 , x2

2( x9

x9 , x10
10) 2 ( x10 7) 2
g 3 , g8

Subsystem 4

literature consists of three subproblem illustrated in decomposition (a) in Fig. 7. We have also tested the decomposition (b) in Fig. 7 to see the performance difference due to the change of dependency and interactive
effects between design variables. Given that modified
AL-AD with parallelization has a single-loop algorithm,
the decomposed problem is also solved using AL-AD
and TDQA for comparison. Other methods such as
QP, OL, AL, enhanced AL, and DQA have proven to
be similar or worse than AL-AD and TDQA in several
examples of the literature in terms of performance including computational cost.

Fig. 10 (a) Total function evaluation and (b) latency versus solution error in the ten-variable problem
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Table 4 Numerical results of the ten-variable convex problem with
various parameters
Tolerance No. of function evaluations Solution error Latency(s)
(η, β1, β2) = (1.5, 1.1, 0.9) – Reference results used in Figure 10
0.01
3287
4.92E-02
0.887
0.001
4522
2.43E-03
1.111
0.0001
5304
0.00001
5994
(η, β1, β2) = (1.5, 1.1, 0.7)
0.01
0.001

3227
4519

0.0001
5309
0.00001
6235
(η, β1, β2) = (3, 1.1, 0.9)
0.01
0.001

3287
4522

0.0001
5304
0.00001
5994
(η, β1, β2) = (1.5, 1.3, 0.9)

1.48E-04
1.74E-04

1.201
1.366

5.11E-02
2.29E-03

0.871
1.105

1.39E-04
7.13E-05

1.247
1.481

4.92E-02
2.43E-03

0.944
1.105

1.48E-04
1.74E-04

1.267
1.405

0.01
0.001
0.0001

2958
3861
4671

1.51E-02
8.89E-04
2.27E-04

0.846
1.009
1.170

0.00001

5138

1.98E-04

1.275

In AL-AD, TDQA, and the modified AL-AD with
parallelization, the initial parameters are set as v(0) = [0, 0,

…, 0] and w(0) = [1, 1, …, 1]. The initial point is x(0) = [0, 0,
…, 0] for all methods. For AL-AD and TDQA, the penalty
weight update parameter is set as β = 1. In the adaptive
step size updating algorithm, the parameters are set as
β1 = 1.1, β2 = 0.9, η = 1.5 . For a fair comparison, the
step sizes of the design progress (Li et al. 2008) in
TDQA is 0.8, which shows the best performances in
this example.
Figure 8 shows the numerical results of each method
that solution error, function evaluation, and latency to
reach specified tolerance of the outer loop criterion.
Even if we change the interactive effects, the proposed
algorithm also shows better performance than the conventional algorithms. The reason that only three points are
marked in Fig. 8c and d except for AL-AD is that the
optimum no longer changes even if the tolerance is
lowered. Table 2 shows the robustness of the proposed
method with respect to changes in parameters. The total
function evaluation is slightly higher than conventional
AL-AD, but the latency is much smaller than conventional AL-AD and TDQA. This means that if parallelization is
implemented, each subproblem can be solved in parallel,
hence it is not necessary to wait for optimization of other
subproblems to receive information of current iteration
which is linking variable. It also shows better performance than TDQA which is the existing ATC coordination algorithm with parallelization. In Table 2, with
changes in parameters, the proposed algorithm still shows
better performance than conventional ones. In Table 3, as
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Fig. 11 Two decompositions for the geometric optimization problem (Tosserams et al. 2007)
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Table 5
problem

Numerical results of the fourteen-variable non-hierarchical

4.2 A ten-variable nonlinear constrained optimization
problem

Decomposition (a) with 3 subproblems
Tolerance No. of function evaluations Solution error Latency(s)
AL-AD (Sequential)
0.01
0.001
0.0001

2335

6.21E-02

1.202

This problem is formulated as
min

x1 ;⋯;x10

f ¼ x1 2 þ x2 2 þ x1 x2 −14x1 −16x2 þ 45
2

2

þ ðx3 −10Þ þ 4ðx4 −5Þ þ ðx5 −3Þ

3540
4617

6.10E-03
1.82E-04

1.638
2.057

0.00001
5559
TDQA (Parallel)

5.63E-05

2.427

0.01

3634

1.08E-01

0.688

0.001
0.0001

6213
8688

1.18E-02
1.10E-03

0.969
1.292

g3 ¼ −8x1 þ 2x2 þ 5x9 −2x10 −12≤ 0

0.00001

11248

4.40E-05

1.687

g4 ¼ −3ðx1 −2Þ2 þ 4ðx2 −3Þ2 þ 2x3 2 −7x4 −120 ≤ 0

0.01
0.001

2977
3430

2.98E-02
1.41E-03

0.596
0.672

0.0001
0.00001

4272
5103

1.83E-04
1.07E-05

0.752
0.883

Decomposition (b) with 5 subproblems
Tolerance No. of function evaluations Solution error Latency(s)
AL-AD (Sequential)
3159
4608
5975

6.63E-02
6.58E-03
6.36E-04

2.792
3.671
4.415

0.00001
7253
TDQA (Parallel)
0.01
4989
0.001
7914
0.0001
10581

6.02E-05

5.265

1.01E-01
9.21E-03
9.00E-04

0.935
1.317
1.613

0.00001

8.88E-05

1.836

13178

Modified AL-AD with Parallelization (Proposed method)
0.01
3969
2.97E-02
0.812
0.001
0.0001
0.00001

5637
7179
7682

þ 2ðx6 −1Þ2 þ 5x27 þ 7ðx8 −11Þ2 þ 2ðx9 −10Þ2 þ ðx10 −7Þ2
subject to g1 ¼ −105 þ 4x1 þ 5x2 −3x7 þ 9x8 ≤ 0

Modified AL-AD with Parallelization (Proposed method)

0.01
0.001
0.0001

ð18Þ

2

2.21E-03
2.74E-04
6.18E-05

1.058
1.167
1.233

mentioned in the previous section, the performance results
are listed with changes in weight factor for two delayed
inconsistencies used in (10). It can be seen that the results
are hardly affected by how the weight factors are distributed to the bilateral inconsistencies. The scalars θ12 and
θ13 in Table 3 are the weight factors related to subproblems 1 & 2 and subproblems 1 & 3 in Fig. 7, respectively.
It is obvious that if θ12 is the weight factor of one delayed
inconsistency, 1 − θ12 is the weight factor of the other
delayed inconsistency.

g2 ¼ 10x1 −8x2 −17x7 þ 2x8 ≤ 0

g5 ¼ 5x1 2 þ 8x2 þ ðx3 −6Þ2 −2x4 −40≤ 0
g6 ¼ x1 2 þ 2ðx2 −2Þ2 −2x1 x2 þ 14x5 −6x6 ≤ 0
g7 ¼ 0:5ðx1 −8Þ2 þ 2ðx2 −4Þ2 þ 3x5 2 −x6 −30≤ 0
g8 ¼ −3x1 þ 6x2 þ 12ðx9 −8Þ2 −7x10 ≤ 0
where

−10≤ xi ≤ 10

i ¼ 1; …; 10

with the optimum point x ∗ = [2.172, 2.364, 8.774,
5.095, 0.991, 1.431, 1.322, 9.829, 8.280, 8.376] and
objective function f ∗ = 24.306 (Montes and Coello
2005, DorMohammadi and Rais-Rohani 2013). This is
a convex problem because all objective functions and
constraints have positive definite Hessian matrices.
This problem can be decomposed into four subproblems
as shown in Fig. 9. The format of structure in Fig. 9 is
the same as format in Fig. 7 as mentioned before. All
parameters and initial points are also the same as the
previous problem for reasonable comparison. For
TDQA, we take the step size of design progress as
0.7 which shows the best performance in this example.
Figure 10 shows the numerical results of each method
with solution error, function evaluation, and latency. In
addition, Table 4 shows the robustness of the proposed
method with respect to changes in parameters. Similar
with the previous mathematical problems, the proposed
algorithm is the most efficient algorithm in terms of
latency which is most significant performance index in
parallel solving.

4.3 A fourteen-variable geometric programming
problem
This example, posynomial geometric programming, has various kinds of decompositions widely used in ATC literature to
demonstrate efficiency and feasibility of methods (Kim 2001;
Tosserams et al. 2007). A fourteen-variable nonlinear
constrained optimization problem is formulated as
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Fig. 12 (a) Total function evaluation and (b) latency versus solution error in the fourteen-variable problem with three subproblems and (c) total function
evaluation and (d) latency versus solution error in the fourteen-variable problem with five subproblems

min

z1 ;⋯;z14

f ¼ z1 2 þ z2 2


subject to g1 ¼ z3 −2 þ z4 2 z5 −2 −1 ≤0

g2 ¼ z5 2 þ z6 −2 z7 −2 −1 ≤0

g3 ¼ z8 2 þ z9 2 z11 −2 −1≤ 0

g4 ¼ z8 −2 þ z10 2 z11 −2 −1 ≤0

g5 ¼ z11 2 þ z12 −2 z13 −2 −1≤ 0

g6 ¼ z11 2 þ z12 −2 z14 −2 −1 ≤0

h1 ¼ z3 2 þ z4 −2 þ z5 2 z1 −2 −1 ¼ 0

h2 ¼ z5 2 þ z6 2 þ z7 2 z2 −2 −1 ¼ 0

h3 ¼ z8 2 þ z9 −2 þ z10 −2 þ z11 2 z3 −2 −1 ¼ 0

h4 ¼ z11 2 þ z12 2 þ z13 2 þ z14 2 z6 −2 −1 ¼ 0
where

zi ≥0

i ¼ 1; …; 14

ð19Þ

The unique optimal solution of this problem is given by z∗=
[2.84, 3.09, 2.36, 0.76, 0.87, 2.81, 0.94, 0.97, 0.87, 0.8, 1.3,
0.84, 1.76, 1.55]. We solved the problem according to two
decompositions shown in Fig. 11 (Tosserams et al. 2007),
which consist of three and five non-hierarchical subproblems,
respectively. Unlike the previous examples of hierarchical
subproblems, each subproblem connected by dotted line can
transfer linking variable to any other subproblems regardless
of level, such as z5 and z11.
One of the advantages of the proposed method compared to
TDQA is its robustness on the step size of the design progress
which is distinct from the step size of the Lagrange multiplier.
Since the proposed method is not based on approximation, the
step size of design progress is not needed like TDQA.
Decomposition (b) illustrated in Fig. 11 has more linking variables than decomposition (a), and the non-hierarchical structure may cause TDQA to diverge depending on the step size of
the design progress or the step size of the Lagrange multiplier.
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Roof assembly

Fig. 13 Decomposition details
for a roof assembly design
problem
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M3
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Beam 1

Beam 2

Beam 3

Beam 4

All parameters are the same as in previous examples. In
TDQA, if the step size of the design progress is larger than
0.8, it cannot be converged in case of decomposition (b). The
total number of function evaluation and latency versus solution error is described in Table 5 and visualized in Fig. 12. For
a fair comparison, the step sizes of the design progress in
TDQA are 1 and 0.7 in each decomposition, which show the
best performances in both cases of decomposition,
respectively.
As can be seen in previous three mathematical examples, the
proposed coordination algorithm shows better convergence
properties in terms of CPU time (i.e., Latency) compared to other
methods. The modified AL-AD is based on parallel solving, so it
is even more efficient regarding computational time for convergence than the conventional sequential AL-AD when it is divided into many subsystems, such as in decomposition (b) with five
subsystems. In other words, the proposed method is more effective than conventional sequential algorithm as the number of
subsystems increases. Moreover, it outperforms the TDQA as
the only existing method of parallelization without centralized

Force = 1.00e+03N for bending

coordination. In all examples, the proposed method demonstrates
high efficiency even if the parameters are perturbed. To verify the
feasibility when applying to an engineering problem, the roof
assembly design problem is described and evaluated in the following section.

4.4 Engineering example: A roof assembly problem
This engineering example is originally formulated by Kang et al.
(2014b). The original problem is about a bus body structure
design to determine the stiffness and mass design specifications
for each body assembly. Since the original problem is nonhierarchical sequential ATC, we use the target-response notation
in a result table to follow the notation of the original problem
instead of linking variable. The objective of the problem is to
minimize the mass of the body structure subject to some constraints (e.g., static and dynamic characteristics of structure). The
design variables are the dimension of beams forming the roof and
side assemblies and material properties of bus body.

Force = 1.00e+03N for bending

Force = 5.00e+02N for torsion
Fig. 14 A roof assembly with 4 types of 12 beams and load conditions (Kang et al. 2014b).
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Table 6 All results of a roof
assembly design with modified
AL-AD with parallelization
Roof assembly
Mass [kg]

Target value

Initial value

Optimal value

Discrepancy (%)

0

491

437

–

1st mode frequency [Hz]

5.825

5.0129

5.2858

–

2nd mode frequency [Hz]
Displacement for bending [mm]

8.650
< 70

8.3749
66.048

8.8224
67.565

–
–

Displacement for torsion [mm]

< 450

431.5792

435.021

–

176.59
132,769
47,364

256
235,125
114,485

176.83
132,697
47,355

0.014
0.0054
0.0017

Width [mm]
Height [mm]

–
–

80
50

74.17
37.95

Thickness [mm]
2nd beam
Area [mm2]
MOI1 [mm4]
MOI2 [mm4]
Width [mm]
Height [mm]

–

1

0.8

177.24
132,769
47,364
–
–

256
235,125
114,485
80
50

176.89
132,832
47,377
74.20
37.95

–

1

0.8

191.39
169,345

256
235,125

191.52
169,430

0.067
0.050

59,310
–
–

114,485
80
50

59,299
80.60
40.70

0.018

–

1

0.8

177.57
132,769
47,364
–
–

256
235,125
114,485
80
50

176.93
132,948
47,388
74.23
37.95

–

1

0.8

1st beam
Area [mm2]
MOI1 [mm4]
MOI2 [mm4]

Thickness [mm]
3rd beam
Area [mm2]
MOI1 [mm4]
MOI2 [mm4]
Width [mm]
Height [mm]
Thickness [mm]
4th beam
Area [mm2]
MOI1 [mm4]
MOI2 [mm4]
Width [mm]
Height [mm]
Thickness [mm]

In this paper, we have simplified the problem rather than
solving whole large system. To demonstrate the feasibility of
the proposed method in an engineering example, only a roof
assembly with four types of 12 beams is used as in the
model used in Kang et al. (2014b). The overall structure
and decomposition details of a roof assembly can be seen
in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. The objective function is to minimize
the mass of roof assembly and discrepancy between the
target 1st and 2nd mode frequency which are given and
1st and 2nd mode frequency of optimized design. The constraints are for static stiffness. Static stiffness is considered
by means of assembly displacements. For a roof assembly,
displacements when a single force is applied at the center
and a given node of roof assembly can be indicators of

0.20
0.047
0.028

0.36
0.13
0.051

bending and torsion stiffness. Hence, the dimensions of four
beams are optimized with respect to the objective function
and the constraints as mentioned by using FEA and mathematical function evaluation. All responses of roof assembly
are obtained by means of simulation model built using
Radioss of Altair Engineering (Altair 2012), and mathematical processing including optimization of each subproblem is
conducted by Matlab R2016b (Mathworks 2016). The optimization algorithm of subproblems is SQP implemented in
Matlab R2016b and default values in Matlab R2016b are
used for all parameters in SQP algorithm.
The initial values, target values, parameters, and optimization results are presented in Table 6. The target values of mode
frequency in a roof assembly are given from an upper level,
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Fig. 15 (a) Convergence history of inconsistency between target and response in a roof assembly design (b) Convergence history of 4 out
of 12 Lagrange multipliers

and target values of beams (e.g., cross-section) are given from
a roof assembly. The design variables including the width,
height, and thickness of each cross-section of beam are local
design variables. More details about the bus structure model
can be obtained from Kang et al. (2014b). Using the proposed
method, we set parameters to η = 1.5, β1 = 1.1, β2 = 0.9, which
are the same values set in three previous problems. We set
v(0) = 0 and w(0) = 1.
Table 6 and Fig. 15 shows all the results summary of the roof
assembly problem solved by the proposed method. Figure 15
shows the convergence history of inconsistency between target
and response. In the early stage, the inconsistency seems to oscillate a little because of improper parameters, but they converge
to near zero. In Table 6, the total mass of a roof assembly is
reduced from 491 kg to 437 kg, and the discrepancy between
target frequency and frequency of a roof assembly is also reduced. Most importantly, the maximum inconsistency of linking
variable which is target-response pair is decreased to 10−3 which
means the successful convergence of proposed method. As a
result, the feasibility of proposed method is demonstrated in an
engineering example of the roof assembly design.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposes the modified AL-AD with parallelization
based on non-hierarchical ATC framework. The parallelization is
necessary, especially in large-scale design problems with many
subsystems for efficiency. In conventional AL-AD which shows
good performance in sequential solving, however, two difficulties in the parallelization of AL-AD with distributed coordination
have discussed: the divergence and the oscillation of the solution.
Divergence and oscillation are due to the crossing of linking

variables and the increasing penalty weight in the method of
multipliers. Thus, the proposed method uses the subgradient
method with bilateral delayed inconsistencies of corresponding
subproblems to find the optimum Lagrange multiplier based on
duality theory and also proposes a guideline for proper penalty
weight to ensure the convexity of the objective function and to
prevent it from being unbounded and oscillation. Lastly, we
propose an efficient algorithm to update the step size based on
the path of the Lagrange multiplier using previous three values of
Lagrange multiplier.
Numerical study shows that the proposed method has better
performance in comparison with existing methods. The modified
updating algorithm of the Lagrange multiplier and the proper
penalty weight guarantees right direction to optimum and the
adaptive step size update increases efficiency and prevents oscillation in parallel solving. The parallelization of the proposed
method is much easier and more convenient than centralized
coordination with an artificial master problem which should be
reformulated from the original problem as bi-level coordination.
In future works, the proper selection of the weight factor
used in the Lagrange multiplier update should be discussed
analytically and numerically. It may be computed regarding
two corresponding inconsistencies for better efficiency. We
will also consider the dependency between constraints and
interactive effects between design variables to better adapt to
real-world engineering problems. For this purpose, the whole
bus body optimization will be performed with the proposed
algorithm rather than only a roof assembly optimization. On
the other hand, the load balance problem in parallel solving
should be discussed. The load balance problem means that the
function evaluation of one subsystem (e.g., Large-scale FEA)
takes too long compared to the rest of the problem, thus reducing the effect of parallelization. Hence, a new coordination
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approach is necessary to redistribute loads of function evaluation in the optimization of subsystems considering the computational burden of function evaluation. Finally, we will also
extend our research to the probabilistic domain for solving
industrial problems partitioned in many subsystems which
have input variables and parameters with uncertainty.
Therefore, we will integrate our coordination scheme with
parallelization of distributed coordination on industrial problems dealing with reliability analysis.
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